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FULU 

A tangled, wiry mat of "uluhe" (Dicranopteris emarginata) ferns 
cover slid almost hide the lava rock walls of what, was once the pulu 
factory of Bast Hawaii. .The dense, tropical lower forest vegetation 
of the region does not suggest that the stone wall inclosiire and the 
surrounding area were qnce the scene of a"prosperous industry. 

What is now an uninhabited tropical-forest was once the home 
of numerous families, employed in gathering pulu and preparing it for 
market. The jungle has absorbed the grass houses.of. the families,and 
almost hidden the abandoned factory..This factory is two miles east 
of Makaopuhi Crater,' along the trail leading to Wapau Crater. Except 
for the vegetation growing over the walls the factory stands much 
as it did during the years it was'being operated. The carefully 
placed irregular blocks of lava in the walls needed no cement to • 
hold them in their places* Ibr many years the moss covered walls 
have withstood the violence of earthquakes. Ho roof .was needed 'for 
this factory, Man-power served as machinery. Unfortunately the factory 
contains no corner stone which tells the date of its construction 
and the name of the architect. Several references indicate that this 
particular factory was built about 1851, to -serve as. a place in 
which to dry pulu. ; 

Pulu is the Hawaiian name for the soft,- wooly, fawn-colored 
fibers which cover the buds and stalks of the fronds "of certain ferns. 
.Only a few.of the many species .of ferns in the wet forest region' •, 
produce this protecting cover of pulu, hence these ferns are recog
nized as, "the pulu ferns". The most common and productive pulu. fern 
is the luxuriant tree fern, Hupuu (Cibotium chamissoi,' Kaulf.} -1 
In the wet lower and middle forest belts of Hawaii, at elevations 
of 2000 to 4000 feet, the. Hupuu grows to a maximum height of thirty-
to thirty-five feet. The trunks.of this fern vary from n few inches' 
to three feet in diameter, the larger trunks.being fifteen to 
thirty, feet high. ELume-liko fronds branch out at %he top of the 
trunk adding another ten or so feot to the height of. the tree.' Tho 
fronds may have,a spread - of twenty fpet."Barely are.thore more than 
twelve green fronds rising from the apex of a-single trunk. The nume: 
Hapuu is also applied to a rather rare species of tree fern, Cibotium 
glaucura, which was the source of some pulu. 

Second in importance as a producer of pulu is the giant of the 
tree ferns, the Hapu iii, 2(Cibotium menziesii) of Hawaii. The Hapu iii 
attains dimensions even larger than the largest.Hapuu. Both forns 
thri-vb in the same environmont. Tho trunks of the two common treo. 
ferns havo an average height of ton to twelve foot. 

The common Amaumau fern, (Sadloria'cyatheoidos) is a fourth-
momber of tho pulu fern family. The Amaumau, while not a trso fern, 
froquontly has a trunk eight foot high. 

1) In some roferohcos tho Hawaiian name, for this fern is given as "Hapu"• 
2) Called "Hapu H i " and "Hoii" by some. 
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Strangers have no difficulty in learning to distinguish the 
three, important pulu ferns, two of which are- of the tree variety. 
In places the trails in Hawaii National Park are covered with a 
canopy, of;gracefully arching fronds. The two .tree ferns, the Hupu 
iii and*•-.the..Hapuu, "have "similar complex.plume-like fronds. It is 
not uncbnitbn to. Xind fronds over twelve feet long. They, are large 
confound leaves' having a midrib (primary vein) or stalk from . 
which.*;segtrients-.branch but .at right angles. The mature segments are 
about'"three ,'feet long'and appear to be branches. They are similar 
in structnrrd.but somewhat smaller than the entire frond of the' 
AEauraau-fefni'.-a-picture ;Of which is, shown below. On the' cover'of 
this issue o'f.Nature' Notes is an illustration of the trunk and 
uncurling buds'.of a tree fern. The illustration on page 9 shows 
buds and, a'mature frond'which have--risen-.from a fallen tree fern. 

.The;iwo /cortion- species' cf tree ferns can easily be: distinguished; 
by the pulu"which covers the-budding fronds, end the frond stalks'. The 
.pulu on .the lfcinuu i's" a soft" wooly mat of fawn-colored, fibers which can 
easily/:be\ remc'>ed by pulling"'ones, hand ."down along the stalk." The stalks 
of 'the' Eapu *ii i are-covered with-shortened hairy bristles. Covering 
the buds cf the liapu "iii there -is a thick growth of ".soft "hairs, similar, 
in'ddicr'^it'nat as'woqly as the Hupuu..pulu. The flat pulu. f ibers o" 
the frond J "'ov "the JLmaumau" fern resemble cured • shredded : tobacco-." 
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Pulu has had several uses. Before 1851 dried pulu was used as 
a surgical dressing to stop excessive bleeding. The Hawaiians also 
used the wooly fibers in their attempts to embalm.the dead. The 
embalming process' consisted of removing the vital organs and packing 
the cavities thus made with pulu.-Bodies packed and wrapped-with 
pulu and tapa cloth would,if placed in a dry cave,-tend to mummify 
through the absorption of the pulu. 

For about thirty years after 1851 pulu was gathered in large 
quantities and used in packing pillows and mattresses, Large ship
ments of the fiber went to San Francisco; some was shipped to 
Australia, Canada and Portland. In the foreign markets pulu commanded 
a price of fourteen to twenty-eight cents per pound. Abel Harris &*C0, 
of Honolulu were the principal exporters. This company got control ' 
of the pulu industry through an account due them by.a store keeper 
on the island of Hawaii. The store keeper was not able to pay in cash 
so he paid in pulu. After realizing a profit on the first shipment 
to San Francisco, Abel Harris Sc Co. continued in the pulu business 
until there was no longer a market for the product.4' 

In 1851 Hawaii exported 2,479 pounds of pulu. By 1859 the 
exports amounted to 300,000 pounds. The record export year was 
1862-when 738,064 pounds were shipped. Between 1863 and 1880 the 
annual export of pulu varied from 137,000 to 622,998 pounds. The 
average for 1880 and 1881 was 49,130 pounds. None was exported in 1882 
and 1885. The last export year'was 1884 when'465 pounds were shipped. 
Since then there has been no foreign market and little or no local 
demand for pulu. Other things have taken the place of the fern 
fibers in embalming,and dressing'wounds and the belief,that a 
mattress packed with pulu has the power of warding off obnoxious 
insects has disappeared. The-fact that these vegetable fibers 
absorb moisture, ball when used as padding, and pulverize into a 
pollen-like duet after some use, are factors which caused the. decline 
and discontinuance of the jiulu industry. 

In the days when the 'industry was thriving, fifty to seventy-
five people were • employed at the East Hawaii factory. Entire 
families obtained work. The living conditions of the workers have 
been described as follows; 

"At least one good Father of his district bemoaned the result 
of the industry, 'in lands unplanted, houses desolate, schools 
neglected, and social and religious priviledges cast aside •-*-".' 

8) Bryan, W. A., Natural history of Hawaii, p. 223, Honolulu, 
'.;•• The Hawaiian Gazette Co., 1915. 
4) Thrum, T. G., Hawaiian annual for 1929, pp 77-82, Honolulu, 1928, 
5) Idem, p. 82. 
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Preparing pulu was slow tedious work.- The fern fronds were cut 
off with sharp stones after which the pulu was removed by scraping 
the buds and stalks with a fiat bone. A single fern produced but a 
few ounces of fiber. When a sufficient quantity had been collected 
in the forest it was carried in bags to the pulu factory. There it 
was placed within the stone wall inclosure and dried by means of 
heat from a fire on the opposite side of the wall. A sketch of the. 
factory, is 3hovm on pages 13 and 14. The construction of the walls 
indicates that some drying was done along straight walls while some 
was done in room-like inclosures. 

When thoroughly dry the pulu was loaded on donkeys and packed 
to the top of Poliokeawe Pali, a high steep escarpment facing the 
south shore of Hawaii. Natives standing a short distance apart on 
the steep cliff passed the bags of pulu from one to another. Prom 
the bottom of the pali (cliff) the pulu was taken to Keauhou Landing 
and shipped by boat to Honolulu. Prom there it was shipped to 
foreign markets. 

by the Park Naturalist 
John Ei Doerr, Jr. 
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Editor's Note - The description of the handling of pulu in 
East Hawaii was made possible by notes obtained through the 
courtesy of Mrs Jennie Jones Lowry, Wuiohinu, Hawaii. Mrs Lowry's 
father, G. "."/. C. Jones, went into the pulu industry at Keauhou, 
Kau, Hawaii in 1863 in partnership with J. C. King and L, Kaina. 
After a time Mr, Jones bought out his partners and remained in 
the business for twelve years. It is interesting to note that 
Mr. Jones lived in a pili (native grass) house the framework of 
which was built of sandalwood. In building this house Mr. Jones 
was assisted by C. J. Richardson. This house, built in 1866, 
stood where the present Volcano House now stands. The Pacific 
Commercial Advertiser of November 25, 1905 recognizes this 
pili-sandalwood house as the first Volcano House.' 

J.E.D., Jr.-
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